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Abstract
Despite the importance of fund commentaries in fund investments, they have not
received much attention from linguists. This research aims to explore and analyze the
structure of and evaluative lexis employed in fund commentaries, as well as find out
how fund managers of good-performing and bad-performing companies differ in
evaluating fund performances. A parameter-based evaluation model, which is tailored
for economic and financial genres, is proposed in this research.
Drawing on data from 100 U.S. fund commentaries, a total of 15 moves have been
identified: Market Review, Performance, Prediction, Current Economic Condition,
Actions Taken, Reassurance, Fund Strategy, Commitment, Reason, Promotion,
Reminding, Explanation, Thanking, Reminder/Risk and Action Initiation. It is found
out that fund managers tend to include the moves of Actions Taken, Fund Strategy,
Prediction, Reminding and Promotion more often in good-performing fund
commentaries whereas managers tend to favor the moves of Market Review, Current
Economic Condition, Reassurance, Commitment and Explanation more often in
bad-performing ones. As for similarities, there is a tendency for fund managers of both
good-performing and bad-performing funds to attribute detracting fund performances
to external factors more often, aiming to prevent from being blamed, and attribute
contributing performances more frequently to internal factors, aiming to maintain a
positive and credible image for the fund companies by highlighting the excellent
performances and wise decisions made.
The evaluative lexis employed in fund commentaries can be classified according to
the nine parameters proposed in the present research, namely, Desirability,
Warrantability, Expectedness, Evidence, Emotion, Normativity, Volition, Importance
and Comprehensibility. Among them, Desirability is the most significant one in fund
commentaries, suggesting that fund managers do not merely describe fund
performances and review the financial market but also promote their fund products.
Good-performing fund commentaries tend to employ more evaluators that express
desirability, doubt, strong evidence, expectedness and positive emotion, whereas
bad-performing fund commentaries tend to employ more evaluators that express
undesirability, certainty, weak evidence, contrast and unexpectedness, and negative
emotion. There is no sharp difference in the parameters of Normativity, Volition,
Importance and Comprehensibility between the two types of companies.
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The findings provide significant insights into the understanding of fund
commentaries as a hybrid genre that serves both informational and promotional needs.
For example, investors can achieve a more comprehensive reading of the information
provided in fund commentaries, understand the underlying reasons for the fund
managers‟ choice of evaluators and organization of information, and more importantly,
know what the fund managers intend to communicate in good and bad times. These
may in turn help them make the right investment decisions. Besides, fund managers
can recognize different functions of moves and evaluators, which can in turn increase
the effectiveness of their communication to their (potential) investors.
The present research should be seen as a pioneer one, since no existing studies have
investigated fund commentaries and proposed a parameter-based evaluation model to
examine the use of evaluative lexis in economic and financial genres. Also, it may
have considerable implications for further studies of economic and financial genres
and professional communication.
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